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Marriage of form, decoration and stealth technique. 	
 
 
Little introduction is needed of Pippin Drysdale’s work. She is an Australian 
citizen but a global ceramic identity. Her work can be found in many 
prestigious collections around the world and is found in many high-end 
exhibitions and art expos, for example SOFA1 in New York and Chicago. 
In ‘Wild Alchemy’, her one person show at Sabbia, Paddington, Sydney – 
opened 19th April 2017, Drysdale validates her worth on the global stage 
																																																								
1 SOFA – Sculptural Objects and Functional Art Expo 



presenting beautifully executed works of inspiration which speak of ‘fleeting 
moments’, yet evocative of any number of landscape scenes that can be 
found travelling in Australia’s interior. 
 
Technically the works are stealthily created using a pleasing vertical-walled 
vase form (but for one installation-type work) in porcelain. The form is so 
familiar to us that we take less notice of it as a defining feature of the work 
and more attention is given to the decoration and surface treatment. This 
feature is at once puzzling and captivating – adding to their allure. You 
wonder ‘How is it done?’ ‘What is her technique?’ Your reviewer imagined 
layers of glaze laid down and the upper most layers ‘combed’ to leave the 
characteristic Drysdale marks. 
 

   
  
 Characteristic Drysdale marks. Detail of work from ‘Wild Alchemy’. 
 
In part I was right – but there’s much more to her process in creating these 
wonders. The decoration does include layering but at the first glaze cover of 
the green ware the surface is incised into lineal patterns. Contrasting glaze 



colours and hues are rubbed into these incisions and the surface is cleaned 
off. Top layers are applied and resist techniques are also used in subsequent 
layers. Drysdale says, “It takes hours”. 
 
Not to rest on her laurels, Drysdale has taken to some of her earlier works of 
which she was not satisfied and further added to them with a delft touch of 
gold and platinum lustres. These pieces are a triumph. She has taken the 
‘average’ of her output, reimagined them and added a preciousness, an 
antiquity to them that makes them standout and a worth addition to her 
oeuvre. 
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But after taking in and appreciating the decoration on each piece, an 
acceptance for each pot as a whole - including the form, comes to pass. 
There is a beautiful marriage of form and decoration here – the symbiosis 
proving in this work’s case that the sum of the parts is greater that the 
individual elements. 
 
Post Script. To appreciate the genesis of this work check out Drysdale’s 
monograph which chronologically documents her artistic output.   
‘Pippin Drysdale. Lines of Site’. Ted Snell. Fremantle Arts Centre Press. 2007. 
ISBN 9781920731199 
	


